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Somue of the contributers are actually
doubting the advisability cf encouraging

a well filled section.
Well filled Sections. They argue that one

not well attached to
the wood, is more easily renoved for
table use. When we ain at securing a
weil filled section, there are still plenty of
sections lef t not perfectly attached to the
wood. The advantage to be derived from
well filled sections, is as follows: Safety
in shipment, pleasing to the eye (and in
conb honey this goes a very long way) and
uniformi weight. These are all very de-
sirable points. Indirectly to afi at secur-
ing sucli sections stimulates us to secure
the conditions likoly to give us the best
returns fron our bees. It creates an inter-
est and stimulates us to observation, con-
centration of purpose and action. By all
means let us aim at well filled sections.
While upon this subject of well filled
sections, I should like to refer to a reinark-
iii the Review by J. E. Crane. Mr. Crane
says, he does not agree with the editor of
the Canadian Bee Journal that there
should be a bee space above the sections.
Rememuber I did not say, well filled sections
could not be secured without the space
above. What I did say was, that those
who wanted well filled sections could not
afford to be without it. Naturally I argie
that those aiming at having such sections
will want the miost favorable conditions,
and i stil claim the best and most per-
fectly filled sections will be secured with
a bee space above. More than that, I
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There appears to be a very general de-
ire among*Canadiau bee-keepers,that the
ANADIAN BEE JoURNAL. should be con-

tinued. A very satis-
The Canadian Bee factory indication is

Journal. the articles whielh
have been sent in.

.e have one or two new contributers,and
is needless to say we welcome them.
here are hundreds of bee-keepers who
uId give something of value. I t need
t be somnething entirely new. Scarcely
ything can b said upon practical bee-
ping which will not be of value to sonie

e and the article need not be lenghty.
ve something practical and an article
ich will be of use to some one else when
d. It is our intention in the future to
e more illustrations in Tap CANDi AN

JOURNAL and our readers will, of
se, be most inte*rested in having those
contribute to TuE CANADIAN BEE

mXAL aud those who are its friends
supporters. This policy too, accords
our own wishes and inclinations.


